Workers’ Memorial Week 2014: Highlight of Events from Coast to Coast
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Around the world last week, people came together to observe Workers’ Memorial Week (WMW) with vigils, ceremonies, marches, meals, and music. Tales of loss and remembrance echoed from community to community – along with a renewed dedication to action.

From SoCalCOSH’s Facebook page, participants in a L.A. City Hall press conference hold up photos of individuals who lost their lives on the job

“We are losing a Steelworker every 10 days, and that is unacceptable,” United Steelworkers Vice President Tom Conway told members gathering in Pittsburgh.

At a senior center in South Bend, Indiana, Mary Ellsworth remembered her son Mark, who died trimming trees on the Notre Dame campus. “He was only 22, but he was my baby. I miss him so much.”

In Cheyenne, Wyoming, 35 bells rang out in the State Capitol – one for each person who died on the job in that state in 2012. In Chaska, Minnesota, workers lay 34 orange hard hats in a line, to honor the Minnesota Department of Transportation employees who have died in work zones. In Los Angeles, members of the Southern California Coalition for Occupational Safety and Health (SoCalCOSH) paid homage to the memory of workers like Cesar Valenzuela, who died in February on a service road at LAX. Valenzuela’s death is one of seven workplace fatalities profiled in "Preventable Deaths 2014,” released by the National Council for Occupational Safety and Health (National COSH) on April 23rd.
Participants in Workers’ Memorial Week events did more than just mourn the dead; in union halls and public squares, activists spread the message that workplace fatalities are preventable, and that more must be done to avoid future tragedies.

“Too many people have died on the job in Oregon,” OSHA administrator Michael Wood told a gathering in Salem, “and we can do better.”

At a memorial in Philadelphia, family members mourned the two workers and four shoppers who died in a Salvation Army thrift store collapse. “My husband, Jay, and I believe it is our duty to stand up,” said Nancy Winkler, who is the city’s treasurer, “to make sure what happened to our daughter and to the others on June 5 is not forgotten... The death of our loved one was avoidable, preventable.”

Workers and survivors across the country advocated for the specific steps to create safer, healthier workplaces.

In Buffalo, speakers called on Congress to update the Protecting America’s Workers Act. In Boston, labor officials and workers’ advocates gathered on the statehouse steps to support legislation that protects workers and provides for families of those that die on the job.

Beyond fatalities that take place in the workplace, participants at Workers’ Memorial Week events discussed the occupational exposures and subsequent illnesses that kill over 50,000 workers a year.

Adam Wood, a member of San Francisco Fire Fighters Local 798, told a WMW gathering in San Francisco about the alarming rate of cancer deaths in the profession. “Firefighters have an elevated risk versus the general population of [contracting] twelve different cancers... Ironically, what [Chicago Tribune reporters] found, it is very likely caused by the fire-retardant chemicals in today’s furniture that are meant to diminish fires.”

During a telephone press briefing to announce the release of “Preventable Deaths 2014,” Javier Garcia Hernandez, a construction worker who works as a consultant and trainer for PhilaPOSH, discussed the dangers posed by exposure to hazardous materials.

“The personal protective equipment that we get is often not enough. [The employers] haven’t planned, or they haven’t thought out the process, or how to go about protecting the workers. What we usually get at the construction site, we get only the paper mask, which is not sufficient to keep you safe with any of these hazards such as silica, asbestos and other hazardous materials. We often laugh at the end of the day when we see the mask is just as filthy on the inside as it is on the outside.”

The COSH report details the dangers of silica dust, a silent killer, and provides recommendations for reducing the hazards. And the hundreds of Workers Memorial Week events reminded people around the world of the unsafe conditions faced by millions of workers, and of the measures necessary to prevent the tragedies that we mourned last week.

You can read press coverage of COSH groups’ participation in Workers’ Memorial Week activities here.

Preventable Deaths 2014 is on the National COSH website here. In addition, local COSH groups – in New York, California, Massachusetts, Wyoming, Tennessee, and Texas – have written state-specific reports. A summary of these studies can be found here. They are indispensable for understanding and correcting the underlying causes of worker fatalities in specific regions and industries.